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A Formidable Mission

 

To begin with, housing and urban development in Africa has long 
been sought after, at least since independence  of each of the 53 
nation-state respectively, but it is a relatively new topic in vogue.

Why is the situation lingering like this?

Reasons behind the seemingly unimaginable lag are probably 
three-fold: 

 First, conducive environment was simply not available. The very 
requirement of peace and stability has been a rare commodity for 
many decades all across Africa. The world witnessed an Africa 
that was plagued by endless wars, frequent coup-de-tars, ethnic 
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violence, tribal strife, and millions of many other tensions and 
chaos. Under circumstances like this, who could actually have the 
stomach to deal with issues of this sort?

Second, mismatching demand distorted the whole picture. People 
in Africa, as well as those anywhere else in the world, need 
housing and urban facilities that are compatible to their socio-
economic awareness and disposability.

Historically, however, it was the Western colonial diasporas that 
planned the present-day appearance of most African cities and 
developed the residential and commercial properties on the same 
ground. So the Westerners laid the certain foundations in this 
regard, but their habitual preference cannot be a model for 
further development for the unique Africa’s real need.

Matter-of-factly, basic questions like “what kind of cities should be 
built” or “how can the housing standards per household or per 
head would be reasonable and affordable” might have never been 
properly addressed yet up to date.

Third, scarce financing stifled the dream of any of the two areas’ 
development.

On one hand, the historically accumulated demand for housing 
and urban development has been gigantically huge. To make the 
situation even worse, the newly increasing and burgling younger 
population put more relentless pressures on the issue.
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On the other hand, however, money does talk. Who’s going to pay 
for these endeavors? Where to find the necessary funding in the 
first place? And even if the African governments and cities can 
borrow heavily for the purpose, how would they repay the 
mounting debt thus incurred?

The all challenge is this: Little money won’t work, but large 
money is not possible; The problems cannot wait, but the funding 
gap is insurmountable; A mix of domestic and foreign resources 
is indispensible, but self-reliance will remain the key.

A natural conclusion would therefore be that it’s beyond 
anybody’s wits end to try and solve the problems of housing and 
urban development in a quick run and for the foreseeable future. 
The only way out is patience, multi collaborations and, above all, 
sustained economic development.

A Serious Debut

China has engaged Africa in terms of housing and urban 
development ever since the establishment of diplomatic ties with 
the continent. The initial pilot projects were mainly confined 
public buildings back in late 1960’s, mostly in 1970’s, and scaled 
down in late 1980’s.
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Following a pause of rethinking, reevaluation and requestioning 
ourselves for the first half of 1990’s, China realized that housing 
and urban development in Africa was a priority must, but the way 
China to help Africa got to be on a sustainable basis. That is, all 
the projects, housing or urban, large or small, should be 
commercially viable; each of the project got to be economically 
feasible, socially responsible and politically accountable.

A revolutionary turning point was thereby reached. It was a 
brand-new angle we saw the matter. We now regard housing and 
urban development as an integral part of infrastructure 
upgrading. 

Likewise, financing of projects of this kind can no longer deemed 
as a pure aid, rather it may well be  a business. And business is 
business.

With this emancipation in shape, China immediately met the 
requests of governments of Namibia, Botswana, Tanzania, Mali 
and Mauritius for construction of low-cost residential quarters. 
Later on, this has become a standardized funding format for 
China in Africa.

The equally but on a way larger scale undertaking has been the 
construction of public complexes such as president’s mansions, 
parliamentary premises, government offices, monumental 
buildings, commercial blocs, gymnasiums, hotels, hospitals, 
schools, water treatment plants, underground sewages,  city 
roads, and so on and so forth. 
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In a word, no matter what Africa needs, we would offer.

It may be worth identifying the characteristically positive role that 
China Eximbank has been playing in this particular field.

China Eximbank was created in 1994 by the Chinese government 
with the paramount mandate of supporting Chinese companies 
going global through financial vehicles of supplier or buyer credit, 
international guarantees, concessional loans and mixed financing.

Obviously, China Eximbank took the brave first initiative in Africa 
and has taken the lead in support of housing and urban 
development here on this continent for the nearly last two 
decades.

It is reasonably believed that there would be more Chinese 
financial institutions coming to Africa, following China Eximbank’s 
suit.

Rise to the Awesome Challenge
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Africa has a long, long way to go. To fulfill its aspirations of 
present and younger generations for modern housing and urban 
development will be just extremely extraordinary.

To solicit business opportunities and attract financing resources 
for the housing and urban development sector, Africa has to 
possess three capacities:

1. Ability to repay;

2. Collaterals and guarantees;

3. Pro-business.
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